
SHREWSBURY HOUSE PRE-PREP 

Vendredi, le 28    Juin 2019 

NEWSLETTER 

We have enjoyed a wonderful week at The Pre-Prep!  The reality of the end of the year, and for Year 2 their 

whole journey at SHPPS, is kicking in.  A wonderful leavers’ production on Thursday provoked a few tears from 

children and parents alike as they looked back on their time here, with great fondness.  Year 2 did an amazing 

job, with some of the singing particularly memorable! 

The whole school was then opened up to parents to come and see all that has been going on in the classrooms 

this year.  There was such a lovely atmosphere and positive vibe around the school. 

French Day today has been superbe! Madame Trier excelled herself with wonderful organisation of the day and 

the children all looked fantastique in their outfits! 

The Summer Fete seems a while ago now, although it was only last Saturday.  We’ve had some lovely comments 

from people expressing how well organised the day was and just how well it went.  Another huge thank you to 

Judy Mackintosh and the incredible SPPA team for enabling this – it truly was fantastic.   

I hope to see many of you tonight at the end of year parents’ gathering and share a glass of something fizzy with 

you as we toast a tremendous year at SHPPS.  This time next week, it will all be over!! 

 

Jon Akhurst 

Head 

 

ème 
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Forest School 

Pirates! 

Year 1 have continued living the life 
of pirates at Forest School over the 
past couple of weeks, pouring over 
maps and digging away with self-
designed stick shovels, hoping to 
come across hidden booty. They may 
not have found gold and jewels but 
forest ‘treasure’ comes in different 
forms – stones that can be turned 
into “swinging moon stones” or 
forked sticks that “fire cannon balls 
from the string.”  
 
We explored the pirate theme 
further by designing rafts to help 
ship wrecked pirates escape from 
desert islands, with or without their 
rum and treasure! Jack first tested a 
piece of bark to see if it floated and 
luckily for the marooned mini pirates 
it did, so he went on to add a stick 
mast and a leaf sail to help them on 
their way home. Stanley worked 
really hard lashing together four 
sticks to build a raft for the pirates to 
“paddle on.” William R and William L 
worked brilliantly together 
constructing their raft, hoping it was 
going to be ‘shark-proof.’ 
The children had fantastic pirate 
inspired adventures, working so well 
together as a whole ‘crews.’ 
  

  

Mrs Newman 
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Year 2 Performance 

We were so proud 

of our Year 2 

children on 

Thursday when they 

performed for their 

families. 
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Year 2 Families... 

We were delighted to welcome so many of your families on Thursday. 
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Year 2 Families...and Year 2! 
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More Year 2 Families...and More Year 2! 
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YEAR 1 French Day... 

Vendredi  28 juin:   French Day!  

Today the children were able to 

enjoy a day devoted to all things 

French. All activities in the 

classroom were related to French 

or France and our assembly was 

mostly in French with each year 

group singing a song in French. The 

highlight of the day was a ‘flight’ to 

Paris. On board the aircraft, 

Cabin crew served croissants,  

pains au chocolat, pommes or 

bananes to the passengers  before 

landing in Paris. They they then 

disembarked and participated in a 

game of Boules or competed in the 

Tour de France.  

 

Quelle journée fantastique! 

 

Madame Trier 
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YEAR 1 French Day Continued... 
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Raffle Prize Winners... 

Charlie wore a special tie belonging to his daddy on Wednesday as he 

was Headmaster for the Day.  He used his power for good, awarding 

two special “Headmaster’s Awards” to boys from his class.  Charlie was 

fantastic at  Nursery pick-up, saying goodbye to the children who go 

home at lunchtime and shaking their hands.  Charlie had a working 

lunch with the Deputy Head, Mrs Davies-Duddy, and sorted out a few 

issues. 

Luca and Stanley had lunch with Mr Akhurst at the Teachers’ table.  

Stanley was very pleased to find a bottle of his favourite sauce on the 

table! 
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Eli’s Raffle Prize was an interview for the Newsletter! 
Eli, you started at SHPPS  in Year 2.  Was it difficult moving to a new school? 

I felt very nervous on the first day.  But  I felt excited on the way back home 

because I felt a lot more confident and I wanted to go back for a second day !  

Shion helped me a lot on the first day.  She made friends with me and made 

me feel happy.   

If you could travel back through time and talk to yourself before your first 

day at SHPPS, what would you say? 

I would say “don’t be nervous, there are lots of kids there and you can learn 

all their names”. 

What do you like best about SHPPS? 

I like the Music and I like the Science. The best thing I’ve done is seeing which 

substances burn and which don’t.  We put things in a fire to see if they burn!  

The tin foil didn’t burn because it was metal.   

If you could change one thing, what would it be? 

I would have more Music, every day.  And I would like Science every morning because it’s such fun. 

If you could meet one character from history, who would it be and what would you say to him or her? 

I would like to meet Napoleon.  He was a King in France.  I would say to him “DON’T BATTLE ENGLAND!” 

If you could have one super power for a day, what would it be? 

I would like to have electric power to fly.  I would fly into a volcano and put electric fire in it. 

What was your favourite day at SHPPS? 

My favourite day was today!  We pretended to be on an aeroplane and went to France.  It was excellent fun 

and we got to eat real food from France, les pommes and even les pains au chocolat! 

What would you like to do when you leave school? 

I would like to be a rugby player and play for England.   

What are you doing for the Summer holidays? 

I am going to the South of France.  We are going to a zoo and there will be chimps and lemurs!  
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IN OTHER NEWS… Quote of the Week! 

If you aren’t already following us on 
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and 
we regularly update the account with 
news on the exciting activities in which 
the children are taking part. 

Follow us on Twitter... 

 

Quote of the week  

“I’d like to be a teacher every day” 

Luca,  

RNW 

(on having lunch with Mr Akhurst at the Teachers’ 

table) 
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Celebration Assembly  

Congratulations to:- 

Zane for  his Swimming Medal 

and Alex for his Cricket Medal 

 

Gold Star Certificates:- 

William L, Alex H, 

Alexander, William R, Eric, 

Calum, Zach C and Eloise 

 

House Points 

Green 72 

Blue 53 

Red 97 

Yellow 73 

Music Awards:- 

Dominic - Merit Pencil 

And  

Sam H for his Music Prep 

Test Certificate 

Character Certificates were awarded to:-  William L for Bravery, William G for Caring, Louis for 

Kindness, Zaki for Pride, Senan for Caring, Jeevan for Perseverance, Theo for Looking after 

People, Charlie C for Kindness, Lizzy for Resilience, Harry for Courage, Ethan for Pride and 

Courage, Shion for Pride, Alex for Resilience, Jack for Resilience, Alex for Resilience, Stanley for 

Resilience, Charlie for Perseverance  and Sam for Pride. 

Happy Birthday to Eloise! 
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SHPPS Summer Fete... 
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SHPPS Summer Fete... 
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SHPPS Summer Fete... 
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SHPPS Summer Fete... 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 


